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It was supposed to be the start of a new chapter in their lives. What it turned out to be was a life
worse than death.When Evelyn Jonesâ€™ family made a wrong turn onto the property of one of the
most racist men in the south, she discovered that Hell is definitely a place on earth. She had few
memories of the loving life her parentsâ€™ provided. Constant fear replaced her free-spirited youth
and the person responsible was the Devil himself. Thatâ€™s who young Evelyn thought the man
who took her family captive, to suffer under his sadistic rule and hateful tongue, was. Junior Shaw
was the only one who had to endure his fatherâ€™s torture, and then they arrived. No one
understood survival of the fittest like Junior. The strong stomped on the weak, and the weaker are
stomped on repeatedly. Twelve-year-old Junior was the weak according to his father. To be raised
under evilâ€™s hoof was hell, but when his father turned his hatred on others, Junior adopted the
role of protector. However, who will protect him?Two children must mature under horrid
circumstances and soul-crushing abuse. This standalone full-length novel is a tale of
uncompromising hate and unending love and devotion. Delve into the darkness of Chained to the
Devilâ€™s Son.Book is for readers 18 years and older. Graphic Violence and language. Readers
discretion advised.
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This is one of the best books that I have read in 2016!!! Shea Swain has taken her readers on a
roller coaster ride of emotions with the story of the Jones and the Shaw families!!!Chained to the
Devil's Son is a throw back to classic stories. The racial tension between Cefus Shaw and everyone
else that is not family is just the tip of the ice burg that is this book!! Ms. Swain starts the action in
the first scene of the book. This story is packed with so much heartache, sadness, anger, angst,
love, joy, passion, happiness, and so much more into this story. The twists and turns do not stop
coming until the final, "The End." The characters of Pearl, Eve, Junior, Cefus, Sadie, Theo, and the
rest of the colorful cast of characters are a set that you will become emotionally invested in from the
very start and they will stay with you long after the end.I have never wanted to see a happily ever
after for a set of fictional characters as much as I did for the cast of Chained to the Devil's son!! I
rooted for Sadie, Junior, Pearl, and Eve all the way through. These characters felt so real and I had
to remind myself that this was not a true story, but purely the creation of Shea Swain's incredibly
talented imagination!! This is the one book that will make me turn around and buy ALL of Ms.
Swain's backlist of books without even reading what they are about!!I HIGHLY recommend this
book to anyone who can read!!! This book has something for everyone and will make you feel!! You
cannot walk away from reading this book without feeling something!! In my honest opinion - this is
the Shea Swain's "The One." The book that make her a household name!! I am so glad that I read
this book and don't know if anything will compare to it for a long time!!! WELL DONE SHEA
SWAIN!!!!

Suspense, horror and love? Definitely not a combination you find everyday, but very true for this
book! The road to happiness for Eve and Junior (Jason) is not easy, but boy does this author make
you want to follow all the twists and turns to get there! Her writing and imagination are flawless; she
draws you in, makes you become attached to the characters, rips your heart out with what they
have to go through then helps piece it back together through their love and devotion! Can't wait to
read future books! I'm a fan.

I have never read a story that made my blood boiled to the point where I just wanted to throw my
Kindle through the wall...Cefus Shaw is such a vile creature of unbelievable proportions...how he
managed to get away with so much death and destruction was explained much later...Junior is an
unsung hero...even as a child he carried himself as the savior to Pearl, Sadie and more importantly
Evie...he was able to become selflessly protective even at his own peril...he did the best he

could...and in the end..through his simple plans...he was able to lead his little family from hell...or so
he thought...evil is hard to defeat..unnecessary evil on the other hand has to met with blunt
unwavering fearlessness devoid off guilt..and in the end..the chains of evil was replaced by joy,hope
and love.

This story had me on so many emotions that I don't know which one to claim first.This story is about
a young girl name Eve who is traveling with her family to Alabama because her father was offered a
job there. So in the mist of driving her father felt like he needed some directions and decided to stop
and ask for guidance. When they arrived they found a racist man named Cefus who shot and killed
her father on the spot and wounded her mother. But when she sees Cefus's son Junior it all
changes for her.Junior is a young man who is constantly being abused by his father. He feels like
it's his job to protect his sister Sadie who is somewhat mentally challenged. When Junior meets Eve
the night her father is killed he realize that he have to protect her and killing Cefus was the thing to
do then he was going to do it.This is the first time I've read this author book and it won't be the
last!!!!

...it was a civilized time. You were doing... stuff. The races were mixing and people had been free
for... years. Yeah, not so much. Guess what. The events of this book are not altogether a part of the
Twilight Zone, they are still happening. To think of this little girl raised in captivity, with no idea of the
modern world. A world she was indeed a thriving part of, yet too young to remember her place. I
kinda sadly smiled at the thought of my own mother thought she might like to go "down south" and
start over. Wonder what part of Keep Running, Mississippi was she intent to settle? Ms. Swain
wrote the blood, sweat, tears, despair, desperation, tunnel and hope out of this book. I kept praying I
could pull through this nightmare and complete this book. So very glad I pressed past, steeled
myself and girded my loins. Salud!!

This was an interesting and unusual story but also frustrating. The two main characters met as
children through extremely tragic and abusive circumstances. The abuse against both of them
continued for several years. My frustration is rooted in not understanding why they didn't leave when
they had the chance. There were several months when they could have gone but did not. Maybe it
was their youth combined with fear. At any rate, reading most of the book was very depressing. The
last part of the book was slightly more positive. The writing is good and the characters are definitely
fleshed out. Fortunately, I didn't have to wade through numerous grammatical errors. It's an unusual

subject matter for a romance book but was a decent read all the same.
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